There is no unsaleable floor space in this building—nothing at all created
for effect, as may be observed.
There are no 'features' inside or outside manufactured merely *for
architectural effect'.
To gratify the landlord, his lot area was now saleable to the very lot-Hue
itself and on every floor, where ordinances do not interfere and demand
that they be reduced in area as the building soars.
Architecture in evidence here is a light, trim, practical commercial
fabric—every inch and pound of which is in service. There is every reason
why it should be beautiful. But it was best to say nothing about that to
Mr. Johnson. And I said very little about it.
The aim in this fabrication employing the cantilever system of con-
struction was to achieve absolute scientific utility by means of the Machine.
To accomplish—first of all—a true standardization which would not only
serve as the basis for keeping the life of the building true as architecture
but enable me to project the whole, as an expression of a valuable prin-
ciple involved, into a genuine living architecture of the present.
I began work on this study the winter of 1920, the main features of it
having been in mind ever since the building of the Imperial in 1917. I
had the good fortune to explain the scheme in detail and show the de-
veloped preliminary drawings to liebermeister Louis H. Sullivan shortly
before he died. Gratefully I remember—and proudly too—he said: £I had
faith that it would come. It is a work of great art, I knew what I was talk-
ing about all these years—you see? I could never have done this building
myself, but I believe that, but for me, you could never have done it.*
I know I should never have reached it, but for what he was and what he
himself did. This design is dedicated to him.
Dining this period while building the Imperial Hotel and the block
buildings in Los Angeles, life of legal necessity—legal divorce was still
denied me—remained unconventional. Voluntarily still in exile. Taliesin
meantime had become refuge to the misfortune of the unfortunate
Miriam Noel. She who had gone with me to Japan.
But life when resumed at Taliesin II had changed much. There were
no longer carefree walks over friendly hills, nor swimming in the river
below. No horseback riding along the country lanes, no coasting and skat-
ing or happy sleighing in winter. There was no freedom, no singing.
Involuntarily, all intention otherwise, life seemed paralysed by subtle
poison. Taliesin—so it seemed—had encountered subtle disintegration from
within. Fortunately, this life that entered Taliesin II as new, soon left it
and went to Japan.
Only caretakers and one faithful apprentice, William Smith, stayed
there. Restlessly during these years following, Taliesin had languished,
called in vain. But the calling was rewarded each year by a visit of several
months from the land on the other side of the globe.
Dust settled on the heads of the ancient gods at rest upon the broad
ledges. But Taliesin had been calling me all these years and I was looking
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